Best Job in the World

Look at the picture. What do you think.

A. Describe the picture.
B. What can the girl see?
C. What do you think the headset is showing?
D. Would you like to do this job?
E. Have you used a headset like this?
F. What do you think will happen in the story?

Order the story.

1. She put on the headset.
2. Elli began to feel sicker and sicker. She stopped the movie.
3. She chose trawler worker. The movie began.
4. But Elli was bored. ‘Where is the fire?’ she said.
5. The new movie began. Elli saw a room in a house.
6. She moved her eyes and chose firefighter.
Order the letters and write the words.

Fire Engine
refi geneie
ggaer
tmeeuiqnp
rewltar
ten gnhsiif
swvae
eeoosskvlbh
ssiitbcu
clprfeeai

Read and choose the correct answer.

1 Elli’s father ________ always making new gadgets.
   a) be b) was c) were

2 It was the firefighter who was ________ forwards.
   a) walked b) walk c) walking

3 The waves ________ rolling, fast and high.
   a) was b) were c) been

4 She was ________ some piece of machinery.
   a) fixing b) fixes c) fixed

5 The waves grew bigger and the boat ________ rocking from side to side.
   a) were b) be c) was

6 A real fire was ________ in the fireplace.
   a) burnt b) burning c) burns
Read and match.

1. **Elli's father worked for a big company and**
2. The camera filmed everything they did
3. Elli learned how
4. It was quite dark,
5. Elli began to feel
6. This is the best

But Elli saw a big garage with equipment.

Was always making new gadgets.

Job in the world.

So you can see and hear it, too.

To choose and change jobs.

Sicker and sicker.

Draw a cover.
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Order the story.
1 She put on the headset.
2 She moved her eyes and chose firefighter.
3 But Elli was bored. ‘Where is the fire?’ she said.
4 She chose trawler worker. The movie began.
5 Elli began to feel sicker and sicker. She stopped the movie.
6 The new movie began. Elli saw a room in a house.

Order the letters and write the words.
fire engine    garage    equipment
trawler        fishing net    waves
fireplace      bookshelves    biscuits

Read and choose the correct answer.
1 b) was  2 c) were  3 b) were  4 a) fixing  5 c) was  6 b) burning

Read and match.
1 Elli’s father worked for a big company and b) was always making new gadgets.
2 The camera filmed everything they did d) so you can see and hear it, too.
3 Elli learned how e) to choose and change jobs.
4 It was quite dark, a) but Elli saw a big garage with equipment.
5 Ellie began to feel f) sicker and sicker.
6 This is the best c) job in the world.